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**A unique collaboration to promote sustainability for pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals: the GSK-Singapore Partnership for Green and Sustainable Manufacturing**
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**Review:** Since its official launch in January 2010, the GSK-Singapore Partnership for Green and Sustainable Manufacturing has had two calls for proposals that have awarded 22 grants in 7 research areas with a total investment of about S$13.5 million.
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**Continuous stream processing: a prototype magnetic field induced flow mixer**
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**Review:** We report on the development of a new prototype magnetic field induced flow mixer for application to flow equipment in research laboratories.
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**Application of alternative energy forms in catalytic reactor engineering**
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**Review:** A combination of radiofrequency heating and flow chemistry provides a safe, economically attracting way for chemical synthesis with minimum energy consumption.
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**China goes green: cleaner production of chemicals**
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**Review:** State-of-the-art technical innovations in conventional chlor-alkali/PVC industry are surveyed, involving cleaner processes to produce acetylene, vinyl chloride monomer and chlorinated PVC.
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**Opportunities for improvement of process technology for biomethanation processes**
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**Review:** Major constraints occurring during the biogas production are solved by using various techniques that help to enhance the biogas production.
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Biodiesel synthesis in microreactors
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Review: Current status of research on biodiesel synthesis in microreactors is reviewed and some issues to be considered for commercialization of this technique are discussed.
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Development of microwave chemistry through a co-operation between a university and an equipment manufacturer
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Review: Modern microwave equipments enter into lab-scale daily routine as 21st century “Bunsen burners”, hopefully remaining in use as long as their 19th century counterparts which turned out to be a “lab evergreen”.
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Process intensification in green synthesis
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Review: A review of technological development in the area of green synthesis, and various techniques for process intensification, e.g., mixers, micro-reactors, spin-disk reactor, oscillated flow reactors, microwave irradiation, ultrasonication, multifunctional membranes and coiled flow inverter, for green synthesis process.
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Intensified demulsification and separation of thermal oxide reprocessing interfacial crud (THORP-IFC) simulants
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Original article: Fine structure of highly stable (Oil-in-Water)-in-Oil model multiple emulsion which is developed to simulate radioactive thermal oxide reprocessing interfacial crud. These emulsions are demulsified using sulphonated PolyHIPE Polymer.
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